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In terms of image processing, encryption plays the main role in the field of image transmission. Using one algorithm of deep
learning (DL), such as neural network backpropagation, increases the performance of encryption by learning the parameters and
weights derived from the image itself. )e use of more than one layer in the neural network improves the performance of the
algorithm. Also, in the process of image encryption, randomness is an important component, especially when used by smart
learning methods. Deep neural networks are related to pixels used to manipulate position and value according to the predicted
new value given from a variable neural system. It also includes messy encrypted images used via applying randomness and
increasing the key space in addition to using the logistic and Henon map for complexity. )emain goal of any encryption method
is to increase the complexity of the encrypted image to be difficult or impossible to decrypt the image without the proposed key.
One of the important measurements for image encryption is the histogram and how it can be uniformed by the proposed method.
Variables of randomness are used as features for the deep learning system, with feedback during iteration. An ideal image
processing encryption yields high messy images by keeping the quality. Experimental results showed the backpropagation al-
gorithm achieved better results than other algorithms.

1. Introduction

Image encryption is one of the classifications that can classify
image security. Security is the most important issue in the
digital computer world, and such security can be classified as
steganography, watermark, and encryption [1]. Image
processing is useful in many applications that accompany
the terms data security, physical security, and digital secu-
rity. )ese terms go hand in hand when it comes to data
security, especially image security. )ey are related to na-
tional security, surveillance applications, identity authenti-
cation, and so on. )erefore, it is natural to use modern
technologies, such as deep learning and the neural network
algorithm, which use education to predict the next step.
Encryption has a different term, which is focusing on
challenging the hacker and the secret method presented in
advance, while steganography and watermark hide the secret

through imperceptibility. )is refers to secret communi-
cation used thousands of years ago in a way that cannot be
read, except with the license from the sender [2]. )is en-
sures that confidential information does not fall into the
wrong hands. Images are the most important media for
encryption because of not being easy to cover and more
reliable. Given the rapid development in Internet technol-
ogy, as well as security, images are considered one of the
main sources of data security [3]. One of the most popular
types of media on the Internet is images; therefore, they are
always vulnerable to unauthorised hacking and manipula-
tion. Images consist of an enormous number of cells called
pixels, and each pixel has an internal relationship, such as
colour and density, and an external relationship to the
neighbouring pixels [4]. Chaotic cryptography has been
considered for the past two decades, and more researchers
are focusing on the fundamentals of chaos characteristics
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and the sensitivity of the initial conditions. Beginning in
1998, many studies have investigated chaotic cryptography
in relation to neural networks with built-in hidden layers [5].
)e neural network always behaves like a nonlinear dis-
tribution of network parameters over the clusters. During
unsupervised learning, the features extracted produce a great
number of subfeatures simultaneously that help with image
encryption.

)ere are three types of image security in the image
processing technique; firstly, steganography aims to hide
secrets inside the image in a manner that is not visible to the
intruder [6]. Secondly, a watermark aims to hide secrets
inside image media by increasing its imperceptibility. )e
secret message must be unseen in both steganography and
watermark [7]. )e third and last type is encryption of the
image. In this case, the secret will be the image itself and
would be challenging for the hacker to decrypt [8]. Figure 1
shows the three types of image security.

Watermark is responsible for embedding images within
media, and the media includes images, text, sound, or
protocol. Meanwhile, steganography is related to embedding
text inside media, such as an image. Both steganography and
watermark work in terms of imperceptibility, while en-
cryption makes it challenging to find encrypted media.

Images are usually encrypted by using one chaotic se-
quence, but when using a neural network, this may change
depending on the number of hidden layers. )us, the batch
encryption of images is used for an independent sequence.
)e chaos variables are responsible for the amount of
complexity in encryption, which is often one. However, in
modern methods, it is more than one. )is is the first step;
the next step will generate matrices, i.e., the second matrices
by mixing together the generated shuffling matrix. )is
matrix determines the pixels’ position in the newly
encrypted image. Image encryption is known as a set of
processes called techniques or algorithms, which convert an
original or plain image into a coded image in a manner that
no one can recover it, just the receiver with a certain key.

)e randomness of the pixels reflects how the image and
changing pixel position should be planned so it can be
possible to recover it. Changing the correlation of pixels will
be mapped by using the key generated for this purpose and
in a function called the random function, which is supposed
to be strong and more reliable to generate the key [9]. )e
confusion process is the process that describes how cipher
images are strongly reflected by the security of the image.

A cipher key is an important factor of any encryption
method because it is responsible for encryption and de-
cryption. )ere are two types of cipher keys according to the
proposed method and strategy of encryption.)e symmetric
key is used in two places by the sender and receiver during
encryption and decryption and must be strong enough. )e
asymmetric key is different from the symmetric key and
needs to be used by a sender or receiver as public and private
keys as shown in Figure 2.

)e manuscript is structured as the introduction section
to illustrate the definition first, followed by exploring the
existing methods in the literature review section; then the
issue to be solved is mentioned in the problem statement

section. Details of deep learning are presented in the deep
learning section and then proceeded by the proposed
method in the method section. )e experimental results are
analysed in the results section to prove the proposed
method.)e last section is considered the conclusion section
to summarise the manuscript.

2. Literature Review

Due to the importance of image encryption and using deep
learning algorithms to solve their issues, there are so many
existing research studies presented in the literature. )e
encryption of medical images presented by [10] used the
Internet of Medical )ings (IoMT) to connect many images
of the human body to create a comprehensive image for
treatment by doctors. )ere is an increase in the robustness
of 2D and 3D for optical images and deep convolution
neural networks, which are used for image encryption to
stand against an attack [11]. Different encryption keys are
used for encrypting medical images to increase the accuracy
of the encrypted images under the deep residual networks
[12] for learning. Deep neural networks are used to encrypt
image pixels within positions by segmenting the pixels into
groups and then updating the key simultaneously, with data
augmentation considered in this technique [13]. )e study
by [14] attacks the chaos-based image encryption of deep
learning used for low-dimensional features extracted from
the pixels’ behaviour.

2.1.ProblemStatement. Using the conventional image that is
produced from the encryption method for a high level of
security is suitable. However, there are still many issues that
control image encryption. Usually, image encryption in-
cludes the challenge of designing the random key generated
that is used in both encryption and decryption [15].

)e randomness of the pixels inside the image is con-
trolled by a random number generator and must be unique
and unpredictable due to its responsibility for the messiness
of the encrypted image. To avoid a statistical attack, the
random function must be robust against any changes or
modifications [16].

)e correlation of pixel distribution inside an image
emphasises good encryption. )e complexity of this dis-
tribution makes a conventional image have better
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Figure 1: Type of image security as classified.
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correlation and more randomisation of the pixels inside.)e
repositioning of the pixels allows the image to stop any type
of attack.

)e key space of the random method must be increased
to achieve better security and reliability. )en, a 2D random
key space makes a large initial size for confusion and dif-
fusion and an image that gives more robustness and reli-
ability [17]. )is considers the main reference to find the
novel idea, and it considers the core reference.

Considering the image histogram and entropy of a ci-
pher image is needed because a statistical attack is sensitive
to the entropy and equalisation of the uniform histogram,
which leads to an increase in the entropy [18]. )is is also
necessary for avoiding differential attacks.

2.2. Deep Learning. With the development in data science
and modern technology, such as big data (image pixels with
high resolution), satellite image, and high-performance
computers, there is an opportunity for machine learning for
understanding data and its behaviour through complex
systems [19]. Machine learning gives a machine the ability to
learn in different algorithms without strict orders from
certain programs or limited instructions [20].

Deep learning can be defined as a technique of machine
learning to learn useful features directly from given images,
sound, and text. Many layers are exploited by deep learning
for nonlinear data processing of unsupervised or supervised
feature extraction for classification and pattern recognition
[21]. )e deep learning motivation is greatly reduced by the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) area, which simulates the ability

of the human brain in terms of analysis, making decisions,
and learning [22]. Deep learning’s goal is to emulate the
approach of hierarchical learning of extracting features by
the human brain directly from unsupervised data, such as a
plain image.

)e core of deep learning is that it is hieratically com-
puted with the features and representation of information,
such as the definition of the features starting from low-level
to high-level [23]. Many applications are provided by ma-
chine learning [24]. With traditional image encryption or
depleted coding, the standard techniques of machine
learning do not work well when running directly because of
ignoring the nature of the grid distribution of pixels. In deep
learning, features are extracted automatically from a given
image pixel’s correlation. )e characteristics of this method
are considered one of the learning factors of the system.

)e characteristics of the input image used as a feature
are the key to the success of processing image pixels. )ere
are limitations during encryption and decryption. For this
reason, deep learning can be used with its feature extraction
to resolve the limitations in such a field.

As mentioned before, the main difference between
machine learning and deep learning is the features selection
method [25], as shown in Figure 3.

)e features of deep learning will be generated auto-
matically to simulate the appropriate results. Different
hidden layers participate in making decisions by using the
feedback from the next layer to the previous one, or the
resulting layer will be fed into the first layer [26]. DL enables
computers to be able to perform complex calculations by
relying on simpler calculations to optimise the computer’s
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Figure 2: Key types: (a) asymmetric key and (b) symmetric key.
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Figure 3: Deep learning system of an encrypted image.
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efficiency. It is difficult for a computer to understand
complex data such as pixel correlation, thereby generating
the confusion matrix and diffusion matrix, so deep learning
algorithms are used instead of the usual learning methods
[27]. )e reason for using the deep learning technique is to
improve the encryption that depends on the randomness of
the selected pixels. )e prediction of a new random map in
encryption is the main part of using the deep learning
technique.

3. Proposed Method

)e process of image encryption using image processing
techniques relies mainly on the power-generating key. Some
existing methods depend on one key, and the rest depends
on two keys for encryption. )e proposed method used two
chaotic maps, which are the Sensitive Logistic Maps (SLMs)
and Henon Map. )ese were used to obtain randomness in
the system for good criteria. )e logistic map behaves as

Xn+1 � rXn 1 − Xn( , (1)

where r ∈ (0.4) and n� 1,2, . . ...n, first value of X1 in range
(0<X1< 1). r for logistic map takes the range between 3.5699
and 4. Figure 4 illustrates the behaviour of the logistic map
since X1 � 0.5 and r� 3.99.

)e second chaotic map is the Henon map which also
increases the complexity of cryptography. To explain the
details of the Henon map, the following equation is
discussed:

Xn+1 � 1 − aX
2
n + Yn,

Yn+1 � bXn.
(2)

X and Y are considered as the initial conditions, where a
and b are control parameters for the cryptography system.
Strong chaotic will be at a� 1.4 and b� 0.3 due to the Henon
response for these two control parameters.

)e encrypted image can be like a noisy image because of
the random distribution of the pixel’s loss and any helpful
information presented visually. )erefore, removing noise
that may affect the information of the image is necessary and

helpful. Noise is actually undesired data added to the image
in a way that impacts the quality of the image. Many types of
noise that images may be exposed to are salt and pepper,
Gaussian, anisotropic, and shot noise. Gaussian noise is a
famous one, whereby more probability affects the distri-
bution of the image during encryption. For a better illus-
tration, the Gaussian noise is presented in the following
equation:

f(x) �
1

σ
���
2π

√ e
− (x− μ)2/2σ2

, (3)

where σ and μ are considered standard deviation with noise
averaging and μ equals to Zero.

)ere are two important processes in each image en-
cryption technique, i.e., the confusion and diffusion pro-
cesses, as shown in Figure 5. )e given image comes from a
dataset, then starts preprocessing to normalise the image,
and then prepares it for the confusion process.

Generating a random key includes considering the main
issue in encryption due to scrambling of pixels based on
randomness. Changing a pixel’s position will change the
view of an image, but the information is still not deleted. A
pixel consists of two variable position coordinates (X, Y) and
an intensity value. When changing the coordinate means
changing position, the intensity value is still the same.
Changing a pixel’s position includes keeping track of the
moving plan of the pixels. For randomness, the return value
at the receiver side needs to be considered. For this reason,
the algorithm followed by a sender (encryption) and receiver
(decryption) is listed as follows.

Deep neural networks allow the selection of the row and
column in a certain image. )e algorithm of the chosen
weight for each column or row has many hidden layers. Each
layer is concluded from the weight derived according to the
average of the intensity for a whole certain column or row, as
shown in Figure 6.

Each feature that comes from a column or row will store
the vector for manipulation, and each iteration will decide
which column or row will be the next.)e hidden layer plays
the main role in a neural network system due to variable
weights that take effect in this layer, and it is controlled when
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Figure 4: Behaviour of using a logistic map.
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the training is finished until the desired results. During the
confusion, the main issue of this process is the random
number generated. )is number is used to choose the next
position for a pixel in a neural network and will increase the
complexity of choosing the appropriate column or row. )e
random numbers will be for both X and Y during selection
and are fed to a neural network to combine with the weight
taken from the image’s properties, as illustrated in the
equation given as follows:

X.Y � 
N

i�1
Xi⊕

M

j�1
Yj. (4)

)e coordinator of pixel (x, y) takes the first position
from a random function and is updated by neural net-
works. During training, the system output position
number may update the second time according to program
predictions through feedback to hidden layers, for more
complexity. In encryption, according to the proposed
method, the image pixels will swap within column and
row, and the alternative will be in both coordinate and
value as shown in Figure 7.

)e purpose of changing positions of all pixels in the
image is to encrypt and confuse the hacker or intruder, as in
Figure 7. So, the pixel value cannot be changed because it is
valuable when decrypting at the receiver’s side.

Confusion techniques rely first on a logistic map for
swapping or repositioning pixels according to the corre-
lation process. Changing the location of the pixel is
necessary to stand against a statistical attack. Any en-
cryption method suffers from statistical attacks. )us, the
application of the deep neural network of backpropagation
is considered to make the correlation among pixels more
robust in terms of horizontal and vertical swapping. To
ensure the system is robust and the method is worthy,
testing robustness is necessary by using the following
equations:

Cor �
cov(x.y)

�����
D(x)

 �����
D(y)

 , (5)

such as

D(x) �
1
N



N

i�1
xi − x′( 

2
,

D(y) �
1
N



N

i�1
yi − y′( 

2
,

cov(x.y) �
1
N



N

i�1
xi − x′(  yi − y′( .

(6)

)ese equations test the correlation among image pixels’
neighbours in 8 neighbours (vertical, horizontal, and di-
agonal). )e test includes an encrypted image, not a plain
(original) image. )ere is another test that considers the
relation between plain and cipher images and if there is a
relationship or not. )is test is presented in the following
equations:
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Figure 5: A general overview of the proposed system.
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A �
1

M × N


M

i�1


N

j�1
Aij,

B �
1

M × N


M

i�1


N

j�1
Bij,

CC �


M
i�1 

N
j�1 Aij − A  Bij − B 

������������������������������������


M
i�1 

N
j�1 Aij − A  

2


M
i�1 

N
j�1 Bij − B  

2
 ,

(7)

where A is a plain image and B is a ciphered image, with
dimensions of N and M, while CC considers the difference
between cipher and plain images, which reflects the strength
of the encryption.

One of the evaluations for image cryptography is the
histogram, which gives the description of the frequency of
pixels’ behaviour and their values in the image. One of the
criteria for the histogram is the difference between plain
images and cipher images. A histogram still gives the same
value even when scrambling the pixels. )erefore, a good

cipher image has a uniformed histogram so it can stop
statistical attacks. )e value of the pixels depicted by a
histogram occurs between 0 (black pixel) and 255 (white
pixel) for grey images. Figure 8 explains the behaviour of
histograms.

)e quantitative value of the image should be calculated,
and the histogram of the cipher image should be uniform as
in Figure 8; the following equation is used for testing
uniformity:

Var (H) �
1
n
2 

n

i�1


n

j�1

Hi − Hj 
2

2
. (8)

)is is to estimate the pixels’ value of the histogram.)is
test is used for a statistical attack to evaluate the cipher’s
image while there is another evaluation called entropy,
which is used to measure random variables that are un-
certain. Grey-scale images have 8 bits of entropy. Images
produced from encryption must have their value of entropy
the same as the grey image value. )is entropy is also cal-
culated using the following equation:
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Figure 7: Changing pixel position during encryption.
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H(m) � 
M− 1

i�0
Pcv mi( log2

1
P mi( 

. (9)

M is the number of pixels in the image, mi is the pos-
sibility of occurrence, and log the base algorithm of 2 denotes
the entropy result in binary mode. A perfect entropy is 8,
which is for plain images, and for cipher images, it must be
close to 8. When the entropy is 8, this means the image is
safe, and the algorithm can face entropy-based attacks.

4. Experimental Results

For image encryption, many evaluation criteria can be used
for evaluating the method. For the proposed method, there
are more than five evaluation criteria. Most evaluations in
this issue are to work on randomness and standing against
attacks; the correlation of the image is important and cor-
relation of pixels inside it. Evaluation takes the information
from both plain and cipher images, and the evaluation
process is achieved on the sender’s side before sending it to
the receiver. )e plain image is processed and encrypted
using keys similar to the process on the receiver’s side, but on
the contrary, as shown in Figure 9.

A plain image takes the process of encryption starting by
using the information in the key, then producing a cipher
image, and sending it to the other side to complete the
process on the contrary. Encryption in the proposed method
can work on both colour and grey images and images from a
standard dataset used for evaluation and benchmarking.
Figure 10 shows plain and cipher images of one image called
Tiffany from a standard dataset.

)e image after encryption looks messy, like in Figure 10
on the right, due to the distribution of the pixels being so
messy and the value of each pixel transferred with it.

To evaluate the randomness of the proposed method
according to the equation of the logistic map, a combination
of the suggested random function with a Henon map in
addition to white Gaussian noise implementation is shown
in Table 1.

In the table, the P value with a proportion of the fre-
quency of the pixels inside the image refers to an increase in
the randomness of a random key generated by the proposed
method. )e listed results were achieved due to the method
using three types of randomness, and the key space is
increased.

)e correlation of the pixels can also be evaluated when
implementing the system. When using the correlation
equation proposed method, choose 5000 pixels by random
function and then the algorithm through the neural network
with many iterations analyses these pixels in a manner of 8
neighbours: vertical, horizontal, and diagonal. Table 2 shows
the correlation of the plain image with adjacent pixels to the
image chosen from the SIPI dataset.

Correlation, as listed in the table, is very high due to the
difference between the pixel value and corresponding
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Figure 10: Tiffany’s image and its cipher image.

Input: four (RND) vectors
Output: one (RND) vector
Begin
{For all RND vectors do
If Amended Bernoulli >0.34 then select element from Tinkerbell vector
If 0.34 �<Amended Bernoulli <0.67 then select element from Burger vector
Else the selected element is from Ricker vector }
End

ALGORITHM 1: Scrambling of pixels.

Table 1: Randomness measurement of the proposed method.

Statistical test P value Proportion
Frequency 0.98 0.99
Block frequency 0.73 1.00
Runs 0.96 0.99
Longest-run 0.62 0.99
Binary matrix run 0.98 0.99
FFT 0.54 0.99
Non-overlapping template 0.93 0.99
Overlapping template 0.87 0.99
Universal 0.99 0.99
Linear complexity 0.81 1.00
Serial 0.86 0.99
Approximate entropy 0.97 0.99
Cusum 0.64 0.99
Random excursions 0.95 0.99
Random excursions variant 0.96 0.99

Table 2: Correlation of adjacent pixels for a given image from SIBI dataset.

Image name Image type Size Horizontal correlation Vertical correlation Diagonal correlation
Girl RGB 256× 256 0.9893 0.9688 0.9610
Tiffany RGB 256× 256 0.9426 0.9682 0.9945
Elaine Grayscale 512× 512 0.9519 0.9801 0.9724
Cameraman Grayscale 256× 256 0.9682 0.9583 0.8569
Lena Grayscale 512× 512 0.9785 0.9880 0.9855
Baboon RGB 512× 512 0.5119 0.6024 0.6876
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neighbour, which is small. )is is the smooth area, while the
difference increased when it reached the sharp area. Data in
the table show that the smooth area in the image is greater
than the sharp area. )e last evaluation is based on the
uniformity of the histogram. During encryption, data of the
pixel value are still the same as changing will be on the
position of pixels in the image. )e histogram is rich in
information about the image, and a powerful method is to
try to decrease the peaks of the histogram to be uniform
(a straight line), which was achieved in the proposed method
as explained in Figure 11.

)e proposed method achieved high results that will
reflect the worth of the proposed method due to the aim of
each study, which is to get high results. Maybe in the
future, studies can reach perfect results in terms of
encryption.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the process of encryption of an image using a
random key and deep neural network is presented.)e three
random variables are the key space of randomness, logistic
map, and the Henon map and contributed to the increase in
the chaotic image. Encryption, in two terms, has been relied
upon for changing the pixel location of the image and
secondly the relationship between one pixel and its neigh-
bours. )e next pixel location selection is the responsibility
of the deep neural network. )is is done by using ran-
domness as a feature, as well as the process of switching
between columns and lines of the image. A histogram is used

as a perfect measurement for image cryptography, and its
uniformity is evidence of the strength of the proposed
method.)e SIBI dataset is used for evaluating the proposed
method via two types of images, grey and coloured images.
)e results achieved were satisfactory, and the reliability of
the proposed method is proven by the efficiency of the
system.
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